Cover Rock-It
Assembly and Installation Instructions
1. Slide together fluted tubes as shown in Fig.#1.
2. Center completed tube into elbow tubes on both sides of spa as in fig.#2. DO NOT screw down the
self- tapping screws until the exact centered width is determined by mounting pivot arm with pivot plate.
3. Attach pivot arm to pivot plate (fig.#3) with washer and screw provided (do not over tighten). With pivot
arm resting on its elbow (fig.#4),position pivot arm as even as possible with back of cabinet.
4. Position pivot plate on kick plate as close to the ground as possible. If your spa has no kick plate or if
kick plate is too deep under the spa cabinet or spa rim is too far out on edge,see 4B below.
5. Mount pivot plate with screws provided. Repeat mounting pivot plate on other side of spa with hardware
provided (based on measurements from the mounted side). It is important that both pivot plates are
mounted in the same spot on opposite sides for proper function.
6. Insert elbow tube into pivot arm (fig.#5). Swing up assembly so top edge is laying on positioned cover
just shy of middle seam.
7. Screw in all self-tapping screws when this position is achieved.
8. To remove cover, swing up assembled Cover Rock-It to position at center seam on cover. Fold back cover
over Cover Rock-It toward back on spa.
9. From side of spa,slowly move back Cover Rock-It with spa cover folded over elbowed tube until pivot
arm is resting on ground.
10.To reposition spa cover on spa,start on side of spa by swinging pivot arm toward front of spa. As folded
spa cover engages rim on spa,push spa cover (from back of spa) into position. Then unfold cover to
completely cover spa. When completed, return Cover Rock-it to resting position.
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4B.If your spa has no kick plate or if kick plate is
too deep under the spa cabinet or spa rim is
too gar out on edge, you will need to mount
pivot plate to side of cabinet. Make sure that
you are attaching pivot plate to a support
beam (look for screws on finished cabinet),not
just to the cabinet wall. You might need a
block of wood to bring bracket out if spa rim is
too far out.
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